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A successful life is about
giving not taking. Giving is
your choice and within
your control
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Giving from the heart, and
doing the right thing,
makes us generous and
courageous
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Mature people can put
service above self
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The most important person in my life is…

1. Giving is a choice. We have control over what
we give
2. We do not have control over what we get
3. We can’t control what we don’t have control over
4. Giving is NOT only a giving things
5. You can give even if you have a little

because…

6. Therefore, focusing on getting makes us weak
because we can’t control it. Focusing on giving
makes us powerful

Self–reflection
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“We make a living by what we get, but we make a
life by what we give. “ – Winston Churchill

1. Giving is a choice. we have control over what
we give

“If you always give, you will always have.” – Chinese
proverb

2. We do not have control over what we get

“The wise man does not lay up his own treasures. The
more he gives to others, the more he gives to others,
the more he has for his own.” – Lao Tzu

4. Giving in NOT only a giving of things

These quotes say it all. The best way to feel
motivated, energized, and feel a greater sense of
purpose in life to give to and help others. A simple
gift of generosity has the power to greatly impact
another’s life. True joy and happiness comes from
giving, not from having social status, success,
money, a nice home, etc.

3. We can’t control what we don’t have control over
5. You can give even if you a little
6. Therefore, focusing on getting makes us weak
because we can’t control it. Focusing on giving
makes us powerful

Self-reflection

So if you’re looking to “improve” yourself, please
consider giving to others. For example, by
volunteering. Or even asking the cashier how his/her
day is going by being genuinely interested. This will
also shift your focus away from your problems and
insecurities (because they’ll seem trivial as a result), so
you’ll be less self –conscious and anxious. Moreover, people
will be more friendly and willing to talk to you.
Thinking of life as competition leads to a victim mentality
and viewing the world as a cruel, mean place. But by
focusing on giving, your view of the world should transform
to seeing it as full of love and beauty.
Samrat Bhaumik, Hirendre Leela Patranavis School, 2017
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Ways that I give …

Ways that I take …

1
Ways I have given of myself in my leadership role …
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A successful life is about
giving not taking. Giving is
your choice and within
your control

Giving from the heart, and
doing the right thing,
makes us generous and
courageous

Mature people can put
service above self
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Others say that ways I
give are…
Generosity

Selfishness

Courage

Cowardice

Others say that I take
are…

Gratitude

Courage
Trust
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Self-reflection
Generous acts

Courageous acts

A Grade 8 is new to the school, and gets bullied by
a group of Grade 10 boys. You get between them and
tell them to stop. Then you report to your teacher.

Were you giving or taking? Explain.

What did you have control over in this situation? What did
you not have control over? Explain

Were you generous, selfish, courageous or cowardly?
Explain.

What were the risks of doing what you did?

What do you think will happen next?
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A learner in your class picks on you. They demand
that you give them the answers to some homework
that they didn’t do. They threaten you, so you give
them your work.

My Gratitude Journal

Where you generous, selfish, courageous or cowardly?
Explain.

What were the risks of doing what you did?

What do you think will happen next?
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Things I felt grateful for:
What is something about your teacher that you are
grateful for?
What is something about each of your siblings that you
are grateful for?
Who did something nice for you today? What was it?
Who did you thank today?
What are you thankful for in nature?
What abilities do you have that you are grateful for?

Ways that I expressed gratitude:
What is your favorite season? Why?
What’s one thing a friend did for you recently that you
are thankful for?
What is something you love doing with your parents?
How does feel to do something nice for someone?
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Self-reflection
The most important thing I gained from this GIVEtoGROW
Course was:

The three key messages I have about leadership are:
1.

2.

3.
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